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Hello everyone
There’s so much going on in the BWY world it’s hard to know
where to begin, but it’s all good news – heartening indeed.
The new National Executive Committee and new CEO, Dorothy
Hosein are in place now and already work has started on
priorities which include the website and supporting members’
local events.
Of course, we’re rarely in a place where we can join in-person
events in the UK, but there’s plenty of online courses and events
where we can and these are growing. I took part in the BWY’s
winter solstice event just before Christmas which was a lot of fun.
BWY held a Chant for Peace online earlier in the spring, which
you can access via the members’ area on the BWY website if you
missed it but you’d like to experience what Wendy Haring
generously put together and led.
And Sangha is coming up at the end of April with plenty of Zoom
sessions for you to enjoy if you want to be part of the weekend.
Don’t forget, International Day of Yoga will be with us soon in
June, a time when we all reflect on what a light for the world
yoga continues to be.
Wishing you and yours well, in yoga
Cormac Lennon
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For up-to-date information, news and events, please join the Members Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/519620549043156
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Contributor: Jacqui Gunnion
In this article I want to talk about Patanjali’s Yamas - the first of
his ‘eight limbs’ of Yoga and the precepts that apply to living
harmoniously within society. There are 5 of them :
1. Ahimsa – non harming
2. Satya – truthfulness
3. Asteya –non stealing
4. Brahmacharya – moderation
5. Aparigraha – not grasping
Most of them regularly get a mention in classes but the one that
is often skimmed over or hurriedly dropped in before moving on
to something less embarrassing is Brahmacharya. Probably
because the most popular translation is the uncomfortable word
‘celibacy’.
Now before we get started can I just say that ‘celibacy’ from a
female perspective has proven to be a very useful tool for
maintaining autonomy and power in the days before reliable
contraception! Queen Elizabeth I used her status as ‘The Virgin
Queen’ to massive personal and political advantage in a time
when women’s lives were dominated and interrupted by the
risky business of bearing children. She managed to live to a ripe
old age and still kept a firm grip on her authority as state ruler.
She also mythologised her own position as the unassailable
Monarch of England – a reputation that lasted for generations
after. Definitely better than a brief ‘dalliance’ with the Earl of
Leicester in my opinion!
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ARTICLE

BRAHMACHARYA

ARTICLE

However Brahmacharya goes much deeper than that and for me
it resonates profoundly with what is happening in the world right
now. It’s about moderation – moderation of the senses and
moderation in relation to the consumer driven and wasteful
society we live in today. As a Yoga practitioner, my experience of
Brahmacharya is much more concerned with the ways I use the
resources I rely on daily and making sure that I use them wisely.
That can be avoiding ‘single use’ plastics and choosing products
that are ethically produced and made from sustainable
materials. It can be growing some of my own vegetables or
buying food that is seasonal and locally produced to avoid
unnecessary air miles and processing. It can also be (and this is
one of my favourite hobbies!) scouring the second hand shops
for pre-loved clothes or furniture to upcycle and reuse rather
than buying new.
It can involve thinking about what I ‘consume’ in relation to the
things that I watch, read or engage with on an intellectual level
and choosing ways to moderate that too. Like ‘Alice in
Wonderland’, my world view is shaped by my interaction with the
many discourses that surround me and if I want to reflect a more
peaceful and enjoyable way of living, then I have to be aware of
what I’m getting caught up in. The magic lantern show that is
‘social media’ is probably the thing that springs readily to mind
and I often have ‘Facebook Fasts’ where I step away from those
types of platform for a period of time to refocus my priorities and
engage more with the people who matter in the real world.
Of course Brahmacharya also has its applications on the mat.
Thinking about the concept of ‘moderation’ in practice means
working within limitations and resisting the temptations of a
competitive mindset in relation to both asana and breathing
techniques so that we don’t push in into practices that are
unsuitable or work too hard or for too long.
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So it’s time to stop skipping over the word ‘Brahmacharya’ in
class and in life. I’m hoping that reading this article might
encourage you too to consider the many ways in which it can be
relevant to both your Yoga practice and your everyday business
and to see it as a positive, skilful and resourceful way of living
rather than a reductive, joyless or punitive one.

For more inspiring and thought-provoking words from Jacqui,
see her blog https://jacqui-gunnion-yoga.co.uk/blog/ Ed.
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It can also be about monitoring our responses to setbacks or
challenges – the difference between accepting that the mind
wanders off during meditation or relaxation and gently guiding it
back again instead of giving in to annoyance or frustration. In a
full on ‘24 hours a day, seven days a week’ culture, cultivating
moderation can be an almost radical response.

ARTICLE

HYPERMOBILITY AND YOGA
Carol Trevor explores Hypermobility and Yoga – Risks, Skills
Development and Longevity CPD Day

If you’re a yoga teacher,
have you ever felt
concerned or just plain
flummoxed when working
with a highly flexible
student? Or do you perhaps
suspect (or know) that you
are yourself hypermobile?
Many yoga teachers are, and
so are many yoga students.
The question is, is this a
safety issue? If so, is it
purely on a physical level?
And what happens with age?
Hypermobility can be
asymptomatic. It can also be
debilitating. In some
professions, elite dance,
gymnastics or music for
example, hypermobility when
paired with strength,
painstaking training and an
extraordinary degree of skill,
is advantageous or simply an
inherent part of the practice.
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More recently, research and
experience have effected
some change in certain
training regimes in light of
this. So what is hypermobility
exactly, and what do we, as
yoga teachers and
practitioners need to
understand and do – or not do
– about it? Is it a blessing or
potentially a cause of injury
and other challenges on and
off the mat? The short answer
to this is, well, both.

If joint hypermobility isn’t due
to trauma (an accident or
injury), it can, according to
the NHS, be caused by four
factors:
The structure of a
person’s collagen (‘loose’)
The shape of the ends of
your bones (‘shallow’
joints)
Your muscle tone (lower
resting tonicity) and
Your sense of your joint
movements
(proprioception) .

Genetics are at play here. You
might already begin to
imagine how a body/nervous
system organises itself around
such a set of circumstances,
and the types of patterns and
habits that arise. It’s not
uncommon to feel tension (on
all levels) with hypermobility.
The impact of hypermobility is
often wide-ranging. As yogis,
we’re used to seeing a person
as a ‘whole’, and
hypermobility is relevant to
our experience in all the
koshas. If we’ve explored
fascia at all (collagen is a
structural protein in
connective tissues), we know
how significant it is
throughout the body,
including the nervous system,
blood vessels, organs and the
extra-cellular matrix.
Consider the relationship
between lax ligaments and
muscles around a joint for
example. How might we
promote joint stabilisation in
yoga practice?
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Joint hypermobility is
regularly seen in the general
population. Simplistically,
hyperextended elbows,
locked knee joints and
swayback posture are often
clues; easily visible in the
early part of a yoga class in
tadasana, all fours for
cat/cow, adho mukha
svanasana and standing
poses for example, or in how a
student walks into class.
Other signs can be more
subtle, but easy enough to
spot once you’re aware of
them.

ARTICLE

How do we respond to gravity
and maintain integrated
alignment through the whole
body? How might we work
with the breath, transitions
and moderation to remain
grounded, contained and
peacefully focused, rather
than slipping back into habits
of excessive range of motion?
Props and small awareness
exercises can be skilfully and
creatively used to support
proprioception; to nurture a
felt-sense of range of motion
while building stability – of
body, mind and heart. All of
this benefits a whole class,
not only the hypermobile.

Length of time in poses needs
to be considered (not too
much to strain and not too
little to avoid engagement),
and it’s worth bearing in mind
that yogis with a high degree
of hypermobility, even if very
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experienced, fit and strong,
may find sitting for
meditation physically
untenable after a period of
time. Adaptations are
required. Certain types of
pranayama are more suitable
than others.
In 2017, definitions relating to
hypermobility were updated.
There are three subtypes of
Generalised Joint
Hypermobility, four subtypes
of Hypermobility Spectrum
Disorder and 13 types of
Hypermobile Ehlers Danlos
Syndrome. There are
multisystemic implications
that are helpful (perhaps
essential) for yoga teachers to
be aware of.
Hypermobility is a spectrum
experience or condition, with
potential associations with
other conditions too, such as
neurodiversity, fibromyalgia
and chronic fatigue. Even if
hypermobility is deemed to
be asymptomatic, informed
principles of yoga practice
and teaching are greatly
beneficial, as is avoiding

A teacher’s choice of language
is important, as is the
facilitation of responsibility
taken by student for their own
practice, greater awareness
and wellbeing.
It’s a fascinating and
enriching process that
requires patience and
empathy on both sides. When
we combine the wisdom of
yoga philosophy with
functional anatomy we are
well on our way. I hope you
can join me in June to
discover more.

Carol Trevor began practising
yoga over 30 years ago and
qualified with the BWY in
London. She has been teaching
for 20 years and contributing
to teacher training
programmes since 2008.
She offers trainings in
restorative yoga and yoga
nidra, and is qualified in sports
massage therapy. This CPD
day is based on Carol’s
research, work with those with
various presentations of
hypermobility, and personal
experience.
www.yogacarol.co.uk

Hypermobility and Yoga –
Risks, Skills Development
and Longevity
CPD Day, 26 June
Join us to explore principles
for safe, beneficial and
sustainable yoga practice for
hypermobility, based on a
practical understanding of the
many facets and degrees of
this common condition.
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approaches, techniques and
‘styles’ that are unhelpful.

ARTICLE

OPENING THE HEART – A SEQUENCE TO
DHANURASANA (BOW POSE)
Now before we get started can I just say that ‘celibacy’ from a
female perspective has proven to be a very useful tool for
maintaining autonomy and power in the days before reliable
contraception! Queen Elizabeth I used her status as ‘The Virgin
Queen’ to massive personal and political advantage in a time
when women’s lives were dominated and interrupted by the
risky business of bearing children. She managed to live to a ripe
old age and still kept a firm grip on her authority as state ruler.
She also mythologised her own position as the unassailable
Monarch of England – a reputation that lasted for generations
after. Definitely better than a brief ‘dalliance’ with the Earl of
Leicester in my opinion!
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BOOK REVIEW

BREATH – THE NEW SCIENCE OF A LOST ART
Author: James Nestor Published by Riverhead Books 2020
As I began reading Nestor’s
book, I was unsure whether it
was intended as “popular
science” or an example of the
“simple rules to turn your life
around” genre. It seemed to
show a common failing of
both: the case it sought to
make was weakened by being
overstated.
By the time I had finished I
acknowledged that it is in fact
an account of a personal
investigation into how
humans breathe.
As such it offers many fascinating facts, stories and experiences
which will be of great interest to yoga practitioners already
familiar with pranayama techniques. The book is clearly in vogue
just now. While I was reading it the book was referenced in a
personal account of breath training to stop mouth breathing
which appeared in the I newspaper.
Nestor describes himself as a prime example of chronic unhealth
through poor breathing and lifestyle. He attributes numerous ill
effects to mouth breathing and “over breathing”, claiming that
up to 50% of Americans habitually breathe through their mouths.
In the first half of the book, he recounts his participation in a
threeweek, investigation of mouth vs nose breathing at Stanford
University.
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His explanation of these changes, however, is potted and
confusing. He seems to conflate the adoption of agriculture 6,000
years ago with industrialisation of food production during the
last 250 years. I wanted more information and some illustrations
to back up the claims. Without them his description of Plains
Indians with perfect teeth is reminiscent of romantic notions of
the “noble savage”.
References to tantric and other, more or less, ancient texts are
mixed with details of human physiology and accounts of historic
and contemporary “pulmonauts” – maverick laymen and
professionals who have discovered the power of the breath and
have been mostly ignored or forgotten by mainstream science
and medicine. These pulmonauts have variously (re)discovered
techniques for increasing CO2 in the blood (a determinant of
oxygen uptake) and activating the diaphragm while proving the
effectiveness of ancient breath control practices.
The book offers no simple prescriptions, a point in its favour.
There are apparent contradictions in the techniques described
and recommended: how do we both encourage an active
diaphragm and breathe less? An appendix to the text gives
simple guidelines for a number of straightforward breath
practices which will be familiar to anyone who has attended a
yoga class. The author also recommends the best gum to choose
if we want to try remodelling our facial anatomy by chewing.
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BOOK REVIEW

Evolutionary change in the anatomy of breathing in homo
sapiens is proposed as the cause of these problems. Nestor
claims that humans both ancient and pre-industrial suffered
none of the chronic dental and respiratory problems which are
today commonplace. Our faces are deformed because we no
longer chew all day.

BOOK REVIEW

In Part Three Nestor looks at more extreme techniques not to be
attempted without trusted guidance. He cites as fact the claims
of yoga and Buddhist traditions (echoed in travellers’ tales) to
seemingly supernatural abilities achieved by means of these
practices. Nestor cites sources which may not be readily
accessible for further reading. There is no bibliography and in the
pdf version I read the copious notes refer to specific passages of
text. Nevertheless, the book offers much to encourage breath
awareness at any time of the day or night, not only while present
on our yoga mats. Peter Graves, Yorkshire Regional Treasurer
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Preparation Time: 20 mins
Cooking Time: 50 mins
WET INGREDIENTS
100g / ½ cup mild coconut oil
(measured unmelted)
125g / ½ cup + 2 tbsp caster
sugar
180ml / ¾ cup thin &
lukewarm (not from the
fridge) plant milk
60ml / ¼ cup lemon juice
(approx. 1 lemon)
DRY INGREDIENTS
Zest of 2 lemons
180g / 1½ cups all-purpose white flour or
GF cake flour, sifted
¾ tsp baking soda
1 tsp baking powder
100g / 1 cup almond meal or finely ground almonds
LEMON AND ROSEMARY SYRUP
70g / 1/3 cup caster sugar (fine sugar)
Juice of 1½ lemons (about 90 ml / 6 tbsp juice)
1-2 fresh rosemary sprigs (optional)
ICING (optional)
50-100g / ½ – 1 cup icing sugar
juice of ½ – 1 lemon
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RECIPE

VEGAN LEMON DRIZZLE CAKE

RECIPE

METHOD
1. Heat up the oven to 180°C (or 160°C fan) / 355°F (320°F fan).
Line a 1kg / 2lb tin with a wide strip of baking paper to be
able to remove your cake easily.
2. Melt the coconut oil gently over a low heat.
3. Whisk the coconut oil and sugar together with an electric
whisk. Add in the plant milk, lemon juice and lemon zest.
4. Place a sieve over the bowl with the wet ingredients and sift
through all the dry ingredients, except for the almond meal.
Fold them in gently, until just combined.
5. Next, gently fold in the almond meal.
6. Transfer the batter to the prepared baking tin.
LEMON AND ROSEMARY SYRUP
1. Place the sugar and lemon juice in a small pot over a low
heat. Add sprigs of rosemary if you wish.
2. Bring the contents of the pot to a gentle simmer and cook
until the sugar dissolves completely. Set aside.
ICING
1. Whisk the icing sugar and lemon juice in a medium size bowl
until fully combined. Add the lemon juice gradually to avoid
lumps in your icing. Alternatively, you could also sift your
icing sugar before combining it with the lemon juice.

North Wales Area Rep Kate, kindly recommended this recipe
which is originally from The Lazy Cat Kitchen –
https://www.lazycatkitchen.com/.
Kate had the following to add: “This recipe is from The Lazy Cat Kitchen.
It's easy to make, and totally gorgeous. I made it for an afternoon
retreat, and no-one could believe that it was vegan. The sponge is light
and delicate, and the lemon syrup is delicious. I made it without the
rosemary. I hope you enjoy it too.” Hollie, Ed.
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Contribution by Sue Evans
Until quite recently, when considering my purchases of
cosmetics and cleaning products, I only considered sustainability
and that as many of the ingredients as possible were organic, I’ve
now discovered the term ‘regenerative business’, which has
opened up a whole new area for me.
Regenerative business is a business that embodies three key
principles:
Products: are they sustainably produced, taking into
consideration not only materials, but who makes (or grows)
them, how they are grown and how they are processed.
People: does the business treat their team well? Fair contract
terms, fair trade sourcing of materials? Are people treated as
an asset, or as a nuisance?
Processes: this is where things like carbon offsetting and
minimisation come in. Using sea freight instead of air,
investing in renewable energy tech and tree planting, or even
something as simple as turning off the lights and
photocopiers in offices.
There are not many 100% regenerative businesses out there, but
things are moving forward. Of course, we all know that some
larger businesses typically use more greenwashing tactics, rather
than put in place actual impactful policies. This is far too big a
subject to discuss on an A5 page unfortunately, so here are a
couple of examples of regenerative businesses, whose products I
enjoy using:
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GREEN PAGE

REGENERATIVE BUSINESS

GREEN PAGE

Ethique is one such company
and this winter I’ve been using
their lip balms, with packaging
made out of compostable
cardboard & plant waxes.
Beautiful product in every way.
Ethique have an online presence
by you can buy the products
from Holland & Barrett and
other retailers.
A few months ago, I started buying my dishwasher tablets from
SMOL, an online company. The product is excellent and contains
no plastic. They arrive in a small cardboard box, through the
letterbox. I have a regular order now which reduces the cost
slightly and I feel I have added to my efforts to reduce my plastic
waste and buy mindfully.
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The following distance learning topics have upcoming
registration dates:
Felicity Leigh
A First Exploration of Ayurveda
Ayurveda and Yoga Practice
Yoga in Specific Health Conditions: Looking for Clinical Evidence on
the Internet
Introducing Chakras
Muladhara Chakra and The Earth
First and Second Chakras

Wendy Teasdill
The Pelvic Floor in Yoga Practice for Pregnancy, Labour and Postpartum.
Pelvic Floor 2. Asana Practice Integrating Pelvic Floor Awareness
throughout a woman’s life.
Using an Exercise Ball to Facilitate Pelvic Floor Awareness in
classical asana.

Gillian Gee
Integrating prana vayus and mudras into class (1) Exploring prana
and apana vayus.
Meditation: reflecting on personal practice and considering impact
on future teaching.
Basic Breathing Progression.

Jan Cumming
Preparing for pranayama.
Developing pranayama.
An Introduction to Somatic Movement Education.
The Booking system is open. All bookings and payments for these
courses are made online please visit Distance Learning IST Courses in
your members area.
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DISTANCE LEARNING

DISTANCE LEARNING IST COURSES APRIL - JUNE

ONLINE EVENTS

ONLINE EVENTS VIA ZOOM APRIL - JUNE

15-19 April: The Pañca Vṛtti – 5 Movements of the body & mind A
5 Day online Workshop series with Ranju Roy. Please click here.
23 April: BWYT Foundation Course with Hana Saotome. Please
click here.
28 April: Ayurveda in Action Module with Tarik Dervish & CathyMae Karelse. Please click here.
30 April: BWYT Foundation Course 1 by Distance Learning with
yoga-tastic. Please click here.
28 May: BWYT Yoga Therapy Module – The Essentials. Please click
here.
8 June: BWYQ Level 4 Certificate in Teaching Gentle Years Yoga
with Audrey Blow. Please click here.
30 June: BWYT Foundation Course 1 with Charlotte Prud'homme.
Please click here.
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